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DEAR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS:

With our centennial celebrations now concluded, we are eagerly looking forward to the continued evolution of the Detroit Historical Society. We approach this new era with great enthusiasm and anticipation for the opportunities it will bring. Building on the rich foundation of the past 100 years, we are committed to continuing our mission of sharing Detroit’s stories, preserving its history for generations to come, and expanding our impact.

We thank you, our dedicated members, generous donors, and champions. Your support allows us to fulfill our mission, encourages us to dream, and galvanizes us to achieve.

As we enter our second century, we are excited to explore innovative ways to engage with our communities and ensure that Detroit’s narratives remain relevant and impactful. We will continue to create compelling exhibitions, develop thought-provoking programs, and strengthen our community outreach efforts. By embracing new technologies and approaches, we aim to reach an even wider audience and create educational, dynamic, and entertaining experiences.

We are committed to remaining a trusted resource for historical knowledge, a catalyst for dialogue, and a platform for diverse voices to be heard and celebrated. This past year has been filled with accomplishments that illustrate our efforts towards these goals. We invite you to review our annual highlights in the following pages and thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

Elana Rugh       John P. Decker
PREsident & cEO      CHAIr, B oard of t RUSTEEs
DEtRoit histoRical sociEty     DEtRoit histoRical sociEty

On front: Young visitors explore the updated Origins: Life Where the River Bends exhibition at the Detroit Historical Museum.
2022-23 KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

**EDUCATION, PROGRAMS & OUTREACH:**

- We welcomed 16,000+ students in FY23 at both of our museums. Once again, we partnered with Detroit Public Schools Community District and hosted all third grade students as part of the Cultural Passport program at both the Detroit Historical Museum and Dossin Great Lakes Museum.

- Over the summer, we participated in learning activities with the University of Michigan River Storylab, along with a cohort of other local businesses and institutions.

- The Dossin Great Lakes Museum acted as one of the host sites for Michigan State’s 2023 Earth Day Celebration, welcoming families for crafts and activities, along with the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission and their friends, several sea lampreys.

- We hosted Camp Detroit, our refreshed in-person summer camp with 32 students ages 8-12 in a week-long learning expedition about the Detroit River and its human, animal, natural, and watercraft history. Through a generous grant from the Children’s Foundation, we were able to offer scholarships to many of our participants.

- We hosted the District 10 contest for Michigan History Day for students in Wayne County once again. We welcomed seven school districts, three of which were new to the event, and 70 students. Unfortunately, due to inclement weather, our contest was moved to a virtual format. Despite this challenge, five students went onto the National History Day competition in Washington, D.C.

- This year we saw the return of two much-loved family programs, our Treats in the Streets Halloween event at the Detroit Historical Museum and Shiver on the River at the Dossin Great Lakes Museum in partnership with the Friends of the Detroit River.

- Our annual celebration of the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. saw record attendance. Hosted by the Black Historic Sites Committee, our event featured speaker Dr. Elliott Hall, longtime civil rights activist who worked with Dr. King during his visits to Detroit.

- In February, we continued our annual Black History Month celebration program, On the Shoulders of Giants. This year’s event included our annual vendor fair, expanded to 20 business owners.

- We had an incredible week-long program lineup for Juneteenth, featuring several programs geared towards both adults and the youth. The museum hosted a ceremony honoring black philanthropists in concert with our *Soul of Philanthropy* exhibit.

- Alongside the Detroit Branch of the NAACP and local institutions, we marked the 60th anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr’s Detroit Walk to Freedom. Society staff marched down Woodward and collected oral histories from people that were part of the March 60 years ago and today.

- We also hosted an MLK family day and welcomed Nandi Comer, Poet Laureate for the State of Michigan, who led children through a workshop aimed at self-expression and capturing memories through written and spoken word.

- Behind the Scenes tours took a ride around the Metro Detroit Region as we visited 24 sites with our adventurous patrons, experiencing houses of worship, an arena, music shop, mail boat, and automotive collection, just to name a few!
EXHIBITIONS & CURATORIAL:

- We commemorated the 25-year anniversary of the Red Wings’ Stanley Cup win with *1997: Detroit Red Wings in the Robert and Mary Ann Bury Community Gallery*. The exciting exhibition featured our artifacts, loaned objects from Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives, including the boards and goal lights from Joe Louis Arena, and memorabilia from local collectors.

- Back by popular demand, our *Hudson’s Holidays* exhibition transformed the *Motor City Music* gallery into a holiday wonderland. The exhibit drew from our collection of toys and Hudson’s artifacts, and once again incorporated loaned objects from local collectors and fans.

- Our biannual partnership with Wayne State University’s Public History program continued with three exhibits researched, developed, and curated by WSU students. This year’s topics were *Dalhving in the Alley, Movie Palaces of Detroit, and Then and Now: Women’s Social Movements in Detroit*.

- A new tribute to legendary Detroit singer Mary Wilson, a founding member of the Supremes, debuted in the *Motor City Music* exhibition. On display through February 2024, the exhibit allows visitors to listen to and learn about Wilson’s hits, from her time with the Supremes to her solo career.

- Did you know that our Woodward Avenue location is NOT the first Detroit Historical Museum? We highlighted this little-known fact with a pop-up exhibit of past Detroit Historical Society sites during the 100th Anniversary Celebration.

- The *Automotive Showplace* featured a 1984 Mercury Capri Pilot Car over the summer, just in time to welcome the Grand Prix back to the streets of Detroit. It was used as a pace car for the 1985 race.

- With generous funding from the Society of Colonial Wars, we completed phase one of updates to *Origins: Life Where the River Bends*. Correlated to Michigan’s State Standards for Learning for 3rd and 4th grades, the exhibition has been enhanced with new artifacts, a longer history with careful attention to the stories of Detroit’s Indigenous People and early immigrants, and updated technology.

- *Detroit: The Arsenal of Democracy* was updated this year with a woman’s uniform for the first time. Its showcase now features Master Sergeant Ellen Heliste’s story and WAC uniform.

- The *Community Gallery* featured diverse partner exhibits, including *Detroit Fine Art Breakfast Club, Humanize the Numbers*, and *The Soul of Philanthropy Reframed and Exhibited*.

- *Detroit Gives Black* was staged outside the *Community Gallery* as a companion exhibit to *The Soul of Philanthropy*. Curated locally, it featured 80+ portraits of local philanthropists and told their stories of giving back to the community.

- At the Dossin Great Lakes Museum, we partnered with the University of Michigan to present *Microplastics: Here, There, Everywhere*, which debuted for our Earth Day celebration.

MUSEUM RENTALS:

- We concentrated on corporate, foundation, non-profit, and partnership events this year, suspending hosting social events like weddings and retirement parties due to staffing. This adjusted focus, staffing plan, and schedule helped us to safeguard the museums while offering an excellent level of service to those events that we were able to accommodate.

- The museums remain quite popular with potential clients and with a stabilized VEA corps, we have a plan to bring back social events on a limited basis in FY24 to make the museums available to a wider array of users and help increase rental revenue.
MARKETING & PUBLIC RELATIONS:

- We ended FY23 with very successful web and digital growth. Our website pageviews grew by 14.5% from the prior year (reaching 1.3 million) and our website users increased by 28.4% (to 720,800). With the launch of our new website coming next calendar year, we are well positioned to continue this trend.

- We now have 117,000+ fans and followers across social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube). Last year, we reached 11.1 million people across platforms with 12.7 million impressions on our social content.

- Our Hustle social media campaign received 175,000 impressions across platforms, and The Hustle was covered in numerous media outlets, including the Detroit Regional Chamber, Crains Detroit Business, DBusiness, CBS Detroit, WDIV, Fox 2, and WDET.

- Our 2023 Fall Education promotional campaign reached 42,644 people and 1429 engagements on social media in addition to 2,000 School Programs Guides mailed statewide. We also highlighted the refreshed Origins exhibition in several media opportunities.

- The 1997: Detroit Red Wings and Hudson’s Holidays opened with strong media coverage, from WDIV, WXYZ, msn.com, WRIF, Oakland Press, Macomb Daily, and others.

- Our holiday shopping social media campaign concluded with 25 posts, 37,708 people reached, and 1,137 interactions across platforms. The online store had 115 orders over the holiday season, with 30% of customer sessions coming in from social or search.

- We welcomed nearly 3,000 visitors during our Free Holiday Sundays and our (paid) Holiday Week hours; 2,187 at the Detroit Historical Museum and 633 at the Dossin.

- Detroit: City of Churches, a documentary created by Keith Famie’s production company, premiered on Detroit Public Television in mid-December. The crew filmed on-site with us at the Detroit Historical Museum, interviewed staff, and used our historic images. We hosted two screenings of the film for Detroit Historical Museum patrons and offered tours of Mariner’s Church and Ste. Anne’s.

- We redesigned the exterior banners and lamp post banners at the Detroit Historical Museum to showcase some of our collections images, incorporate our centennial branding, and showcase the museum’s permanent exhibitions, working with FWD Design.

- Channel 7 and CBS Detroit covered our MLK Day event on-site, and guest speaker Elliott Hall gave interviews to both outlets.

- We promoted the 100th Anniversary Celebration on April 29 with an extremely successful social media campaign. On Facebook and Instagram, we reached 1.2 million+ people with 43,000+ engagements.

- We had great media coverage at the 100th Anniversary Celebration, with photographers on-site from DBusiness, HOUR Detroit, AmericaJR, CBS Detroit, and the Detroit News. A small crew from Bally Sports Detroit (local broadcaster for the Red Wings, Pistons, and Tigers) captured video footage of the hand casting ceremony that aired during that weekend’s Tigers game and on social media.

- We kicked off a comprehensive website rebuild in May with Zengenuity, our longtime web maintenance and development partner, to create an all-new site with improved features, architecture, and design over the next fiscal year.

- The Dossin Great Lakes Museum’s webcam was in the spotlight on May 17, 2023, when a large freighter ran aground near the museum’s location on Belle Isle. We had 2,830 unique visitors to webcam’s landing page on our website in 24 hours with 7+ minutes of average viewing time.

- The webcam also broadcasts live to YouTube, and thousands more viewers tuned in on that platform via the local and national media coverage that included MSN.com, Yahoo News, and the Associated Press.

- We promoted Camp Detroit with media placements on WDIV, WDET-FM, and WXYZ, and 63,000+ impressions via targeted social advertising on Instagram and Facebook.

Dr. Elliott Hall was the featured speaker at this year’s MLK Day event.
• We continued to focus on partnerships that make Society merchandise available throughout the Metro area and making our online store as user-friendly and secure as possible. Our partnership with the Detroit Shoppe at the Somerset Collection continues to add substantial value to our annual retail revenue.

• New products by local designers and manufacturers diversified our offerings this year, joining the nostalgic favorites that help customers celebrate the Detroit they remember from their youth. Hudson’s shopping bags, Stroh’s merchandise, Farmer Jack t-shirts, one-of-a-kind sports pieces, and everything auto-related continue to make the Detroit Historical Museum store a popular shopping destination.

• The Society has worked hard over the past two years to support and celebrate its Visitor Experience staff, helping us achieve a stable and enthusiastic corps of associates to provide service to our museum visitors. We continue to improve retention, add to the VEA corps, and promote internally for leadership positions, stabilizing this essential workforce.

HUMAN RESOURCES:

• If FY22 was the year that became known as “The Great Resignation,” then FY23 was a year of restoration and rebuilding. Thanks to transitional funding from the State of Michigan, the City of Detroit, and above all our benefactors, we restored several positions vacant since COVID and added several key positions especially on the Exhibitions, Programs, and Enrichment team.

• We now have a full-time staff of 37 and 23 part-time staff that help fulfill our mission. We said goodbye to a few full-time staff, but overall turnover was significantly reduced from prior year. This was in part due to a comprehensive compensation and benefits analysis that was completed mid-year with the help of experienced Board of Trustee members and an outside consultant.

• Compensation coupled with other benefits that focused on wellness and professional development, a paid parental leave policy, and a flexible PTO policy have made us an “employer of choice” in the non-profit sector.

• We were able to add several key positions to the ranks of the Collections Resource Center team, including a new Automotive and Industrial Curator, and two new Collections Coordinators assigned to digitize the collection (funded by the IMLS).

• We set our sights on surpassing pre-COVID visitor levels this year and extended museum hours over the summer. We opened both museums from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday - Saturday and from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sundays, from May 31 to October 1.

• We also activated the museums with events and activities designed to introduce or reintroduce niche groups to the Detroit Historical Society. These strategies were successful; we recorded 5,648 more visitors in June, July, and August than during the same period last year, an increase of 46%.
MARKETING EVENTS:

- On July 17, our Ride of the Century was held at Fort Wayne with about 50 riders in attendance. We also hosted well-attended Collections Resource Center and Fort tours after the ride.

- The day before, on July 16, the Detroit Historical Museum hosted a partnership event with the Uso Car Club, celebrating their 30th anniversary and bringing lowrider cars from around the neighborhood and the country for display. It served as a family friendly daytime kick-off for the 2022 Concert of Colors, with musical guests, free museum admission, and food.

- We hosted a successful Thursday evening lecture on Frederick Law Olmsted at the Dossin Great Lakes Museum on August 4, with 96 tickets sold.

- Our Toast to the Hustle event on August 18 drew 385 guests to the Detroit Historical Museum for a festive kick-off to the exhibition and celebration phases of the project. The Hustle honorees were in attendance and recognized on stage.

- On February 11, our autograph and photo day with Vladimir Konstantinov was a fitting closing event for the 1997: Detroit Red Wings exhibition with 75 tickets sold.

- The same weekend as the 100th Anniversary Celebration, we continued our successful partnership with the Freep Film Festival by hosting seven screenings in the Detroit Historical Museum’s auditorium. The films selected for our site were all themed around the Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) community.

- Dr. Michael Eric Dyson appeared at the Detroit Historical Museum on June 10 for an event highlighting the health dangers of tobacco in the Black community, hosted by Making It Count Community Development Corp.

OPERATIONS

Thanks to $1 million in capital expenditures funding from the city of Detroit, plus additional funding from the IMLS and NEH, we made significant progress in maintaining and upgrading our two museums and the Collections Resource Center. Projects included:

- Replaced obsolete analog-based security systems at all 3 buildings with digital cameras and state of the art censors improving our overall safety and better securing our artifacts.

- Installed new AEDs in all buildings to better respond to a potential medical emergency.

- Replaced and upgraded public restroom fixtures as part of a multi-year plumbing program.

- Installed a new door system at the Kirby Entrance of the Detroit Historical Museum, improving accessibility and safety.

- The Booth Auditorium at the Detroit Historical Museum received upgrades and enhancements to better show films and support virtual programs.

- Installed 3 electric vehicle charging stations at the Detroit Historical Museum to better serve the increasing number of patrons and visitors who drive EVs.

- A complete recarpeting of the Dossin Great Lakes Museum.

- The Collection Resource Center received several upgrades including a new roofing system for buildings 2B and 2C, HVAC systems that were repaired and upgraded, and a new forklift used to move large artifacts and other large items in the collection.
THE HUSTLE: YEAR ONE

- We completed the first year of our two-year initiative *The Hustle: Celebrating Detroit’s Unsung Entrepreneurs* in FY23. The project shares the stories of inspiring Black Detroit business owners, told in their own words. Year one milestones:
  - April 27, 2022 press conference and program launch.
  - June 2022 nomination period ended with 718 nominations and 440 nominees.
  - August 18, 2022 Toast of the Hustle launch party, attended by 385 guests and catered by 8 nominees.
  - 34 of 36 honorees were successfully photographed and interviewed.
  - The first of four public programs complete, 100 reached.
  - The first of four educational programs complete, 40 reached.
  - Three of four quarterly exhibits staged, 46,500 visitors.
    - *Fixers and Helpers* January 14, 2023 to April 9, 2023.
- The Hustle concludes with its second year of programming in 2023, including a final quarterly exhibit, three additional public programs, more educational programming, and a final comprehensive exhibition. The project’s grand finale will be a gala in early 2024.

"DJ Invisible" Carl W. Hollier and Elana Rugh.

We completed three of four quarterly exhibitions for The Hustle in the Allesee Gallery of Culture.

The Hustle kicked off with an April press conference at the Detroit Historical Museum. Trustee Marc Bland is pictured speaking.

The nomination period for The Hustle wrapped up with 718 nominations and 440 nominees.
DEVELOPMENT:

• We received a $600,000 gift from the estate of Terence Adderley. We will use this generous gift to help us launch a formal planned giving program for the Society.

• The Kresge Foundation awarded us with a $350,000 grant, payable over two years, for general operations.

• The Hudson-Webber Foundation awarded the Society a $200,000 grant for general operating support of our Millage activities for FY23 and FY24. These are matching funds which helped us launch the Next Century Club and boosted individual giving.

• Working with our Exhibitions team, we received a $180,000 grant payable over three years from the Society of Colonial Wars for the sponsorship of Origins: Life Where the River Bends. Payments began in Spring 2023.

• We hosted 400 people at the Detroit Historical Museum in April 2023 to celebrate the Society’s 100th anniversary. The VIP event sold out with 180 people attending. Highlights of the evening included five new inductees who provided handprints to our outdoor Legends Plaza: Ben Wallace, Lomas Brown, George Blaha, Ken Daniels, and Amyre Makupson.

• We initiated donor cultivation parties to introduce people to Detroit Historical Society. To date, we have hosted house parties, a reception at a private club, and a Red Wings game, which was enjoyed by several donors in a box suite at Little Caesar’s Arena.

MEMBERSHIP:

• We welcomed 2,591 new members and ended the year with 3,929 members. Fifty-four members celebrated milestone anniversaries including four special members who celebrated their 30th year of Detroit Historical Society membership!

• We expanded our team this year with two new employees – a Member Experience Manager and Member Engagement Coordinator.

• Revenue from membership dues totaled $67,839. Our members contributed an additional $53,943 in donations to support our mission.

• We ended the Fiscal Year laying the groundwork for a month of Member Appreciation Days to kick off the new year.
COLLECTIONS & DIGITIZATION:

- Installation of the 360-degree ArcEye camera system was completed at the start of FY23. The ArcEye is designed to photograph cars and can be used to create interactive "spins" of photographed items for our online collection.

- With the help of a new IMLS grant, we filled three new ArcEye-related positions: two collections coordinators to digitize items from our transportation, furniture, and model ship collections, plus an Industrial and Automotive Curator to take stewardship of our automotive collection.

- An additional two new staff members were added to handle the inventory, processing, and digitization of our sizable new donation of material from the Stroh Brewery Company. One staffer is underway with processing the photographic and object collections, while the other has completed an inventory of over 2,000 film reels, video cassettes, and audio tapes, and has begun digitizing these materials.

- Our constantly growing online collection grew to encompass 45,975 items, and was searched 127,524 times by visitors from around the globe.

- Meanwhile our Detroit Video History Archive Youtube page remains wildly popular, logging 37,828 hours of watch time and 361,707 views.

- Items from our photographic and AV collections were licensed for use in DPTV’s Great Lakes Now, the documentary films Detroit We Day and Sons of Detroit, the NEA’s Jazz Masters awards, the BET series Diarra From Detroit, season 3 of the Starz series BMF, the Ed Sullivan documentary Sunday Best, the PBS documentary series Gospel, the German-produced documentary Techno Rush, the series Hotels By Design, the HBO series Hard Knocks, and the folk music documentary The Nine Lives of Barbara Dane.

- Our visuals also appeared in a performance by jazz violinist Regina Carter-Garnett, a book about Sts. Peter and Paul Jesuit Church, and a Bedrock Detroit publication.

- Through a partnership with Bedrock, we helped create an exhibit installed in the lobby of the newly renovated Book Tower featuring stories about the building’s construction and the Book family.

- For the last decade or so we have partnered with Macomb Community College’s Lorenzo Cultural Center to provide hundreds of artifacts for their big annual exhibit. This past year we took over creating the exhibit and will be creating a custom exhibit compromised of a blending of two of our traveling exhibits this coming January.

- We recorded an interview with legendary Red Wings coach Scotty Bowman in the 1997: Detroit Red Wings exhibition and captured his handcasting for Legends Plaza.

- The Highland Park Historical Commission embarked on an oral history project at the direction of Highland Park Mayor and City council. Curatorial staff agreed to consult with the oral historians on process and interview questions. Our oral history archive will be the repository for these collected stories.

- We added 144 donations totaling 6,384 new objects to the collection.

- 13 new loans of 258 objects were made to institutions as diverse as the Michigan Maritime Museum, Westshore Community College (Ludington, MI), and the Textile and Needlework Guild. The 13 new loans complimented the 39 existing loans already on the books at the beginning of FY23, or a total of 53 loans to other institutions.
DETROIT HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Combined Revenue and Expense information for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2023.

**REVENUE**

DHS FY23 Total Revenue: $8.6M

**EXPENSES**

DHS FY23 Total Operating Expense: $5.2M

**NET ASSETS**

DHS FY23 Net Assets: $8.7M
### GOVERNMENT, CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS

#### $1,000,000-$5,000,000
- City of Detroit Finance Department
- Michigan Economic Development Corporation
- Michigan Humanities Council
- PNC
- R R Dossin Family Foundation
- The Glancy Foundation Inc.
- The Julius & Cynthia Huebner Foundation

#### $100,000-$999,000
- AAA Club of Michigan
- Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
- Ford Motor Company Fund
- Hudson-Webber Foundation
- Kresge Foundation
- Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation
- William Davidson Foundation

#### $40,000-$99,000
- Community Foundation for General Society of Colonial Wars
- Gilbert Family Foundation
- Michigan Arts and Culture Council
- Milner Hotels Foundation
- National Endowment for the Humanities
- PVS Chemicals, Inc.
- The Karen and Drew Pelsar Foundation

#### $15,000-$39,999
- DTE Energy Company
- Elizabeth, Allan & Warren Shelden Fund

#### $1,000-$4,999
- Bank of America
- Benson & Edith Ford Fund
- Bob, Mary Ann, and Meredith Bury Charitable Fund
- Butzel Long
- Cathy and Bob Anthony Fund
- Clarence & Jack Himmel Foundation
- Compass Strategies
- Detroit Industrial School Foundation
- Detroit Pistons Basketball Co. Eugene Applebaum Family Foundation
- Gail and Lois Warden Fund
- George Johnson & Company Group, Inc.
- Honigman LLP
- Japan Business Society of Detroit Foundation
- Jospey Foundation
- Kathleen N. and Michael R. Schwartz Community Enrichment Fund
- Lynn & Paul Alandt Foundation
- Meijer
- Mitten Foundation Inc
- MJ's Packaging
- Saber Building Services
- Sandy Family Foundation
- Sylvia Pevin and George Pevin Foundation
- The Debbie and John Erb Family Fund
- The Elmina L. Rhein Family Foundation
- The Gornick Fund
- The Myron P. Leven Foundation
- Thomas Tipi Irrevocable Trust
- UBS - Matching Gifts

#### $1-$999
- Alliance Francaise French Institute of Michigan
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- Beignets LLC
- Bowling Green State University Library
- Detroit Athletic Club
- Detroit Edison Public School Academy
- Detroit Public Schools Community District
- Interscholastic Athletic Contingency
- DTE Energy Foundation
- Elyssian One Inc.
- EXACT Sports
- Fennell Subscription Service
- Friends of Historic Hamtramck Stadium
- Jackson Field
- Jay Brody Family Philanthropic Fund
- Library of Michigan
- Masco Corporation
- Misuraca Family Fund
- Neal F. and Esther Zalenko Philanthropic Fund
- Network for Good
- Nyman & Associates LLC
- Take Me Out To The Ballgame LLC
- The Butzel Long Charitable Trust
- The Roostertail
- The Wetsman Foundation
- Thomas and Elizabeth Griffith Fund
- University of Detroit Mercy Library
- Wayne State University

---

*The Annual Lost Mariners Remembrance featured international participants, including the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards, Detroit Police and Fire Departments, and Royal Canadian Mounted Police.*

*A Juneteenth celebration in partnership with the Soul of Philanthropy Michigan featured the Urban Arts Orchestra.*
INDIVIDUAL DONORS

$25,000-$30,000
Mimi and Sandy McMillan
David A. Nicholson
Cheryl L. and Paul VanTol

$10,000-$24,999
Gladys and Kim Beal
Tina and Leland Bassett
Lisa and Sandy Baruah
Catherine and Robert Andaya
Mark J. Albrecht

$5,000-$9,999
H. Sook and Todd Wilkinson
Alicia and Jonathan Taub
Rebecca and Richard Shaevsky
Lois and Mark Shaevsky
Meghan and Matthew Thatcher
Terese and Alan Woznicki

$2,500-$4,999
Daniel and Morgan Kaufman
Stephanie and Timothy Nicholson
Jonathan and Lori Rumley
Paul and Kathy Smoke

$1,000-$2,499
Nancy and Lawrence Bluth
Rodney Deal
Cathy and James Deutchman
Lena Epstein
Kari and Robert Gillette
Jennifer and Christopher Granger
Ann and Matt Greenough
Christine and Robert Hage
Jin-Kyu Koh
Jennifer Stevens-Kosonog and Michael Kosonog
Mary Beth and James Nicholson
Lois and Mark Shaevsky
Rebecca and Richard Sorensen
Alicia and Jonathan Taub
H. Sook and Todd Wilkinson

$250-$999
Michael Abney
Joseph S. Ajlouny
Julie and Glen Anderson
Harry Anderson
Trudy Duncombe Archer and Dennis Archer
Kenneth Aubuchon
Marianna and Bennie Bailey
Diane and Paul Barrett
Robert S. Berar
Marilyn Blank
Margaret and Derek Blount
Annmarie Borucki
LaVeta Browne
Gail Busby
Joan Wadsworth and
Stephen Calkins
Carol and Philip Campbell
Elaine Carey
Victoria and Colon Carmichael
Kim and Chris Casteel
Linda Schoener and Mary Ceresko
Judith and Howard Christie
Linda Beale and Clifford Clark
Nancy and Thomas Coles
Graciela Rojas Conley and
Thomas Conley
Jonathan Cotter
Perpetua and Steven Crawford
Bill Crkovski
Sandy and Jim Danto
Betsy Davis
Ronald A. Deneweth
Carol Detrisac
Catherine Osinski-Dinka and
John Dinka
Deborah Galmiche and
William Dow
Elaine Driker
Linda and Robert Duchene
Martha and Norman Ehlers
George Ellenwood
Valerie Elliott
Dr. Akosua Barthwell Evans
Susan and Cameron Evans
Courtney Failer
Sara Faircloth
John Fairley
Laurie and Dr. Jeffrey Fischgrund
Robert Fishman
Deborah Folson
Mary Ann Fontana
Lyne Merril-Francis and Edward Francis
Linda and Ronald Frechen
Barbara and Frederick Levantosser
Mary Nehls-Frumkin and
Jeffery Frumkin
Mary Anne and Eugene Gargaro
Shirley Nowakowski and
Michael Gietzel
Dwayne Gill
John Giorgio
Erik Golbiw
Donna and Daniel Grant
Gary and Rowena Green
Nancy and Daniel Greenia
Ann and Robert Greenstone
David Grossman
Pamela and Tim Haase
Glendoria Head
Jeffrey Heinanan
Phyllis and Thomas Henderson
Dr. Ann and John Hern
Cathy Hilsen
Diane Hockman
Angela Hodges
Herbert K. Holmes
Jonathan Holtzman
Bill Houghton
Jean and Joseph Hudson
Maxine and George Huysken
Tina and Roland Hwang
Patricia Carroll and Robin Jaynes
Ann and George Jerome
Christine Johnson
Carol and Richard Johnston
Robert J. Kinggo, Jr.
Stephanie Germack and
Patrick Kerzic
Mary Knauer
Thomas Kneeshaw
Madalyn Kolton
Julia Koths
Charlene and William Kroll
Ronald P. Kustra
Reita and Richard Lambrecht
Yvonne and Thomas Larabell
Michella Lee
Beverly A. Len
Anna and Yale Levin
Michael Loynson
Leslie R. Malcolmson
Martha Mast
Randall McAdory
Darin McBride
Mary Ann and Jackson McElroy
Diane Mink
Kathy McGraw
Mary Jane McKeever
Verna and James Meinershagen
Paul Meisnitzer
Stanley Meretsky
Cheryllann L. Meyer
Lois Miller
David Mink
Rene and Eric Moon
Ms. Susan T. Mosey
Alicia and Rabbi David Nelson
$1-$249

Our sincere thanks to the 1,194 donors who contributed between $10 and $249 dollars to the Detroit Historical Society last year. Together, they helped raise $96,510.94, which allowed the Detroit Historical Society to implement nearly 100 different programs and events during the period.

We couldn’t have done it without you.

Thank you!

GIFTS IN KIND

Avanti Press Inc
Baldwin Theater
Batch Brewing Company
Birmingham Community House
Bon Bon Bon
Cafe Muse
Campanelli & Pear
Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History
Chateau Chantal
Cheese to Please
City Institute
Dawn Thomas Physical Therapy
Detroit Bespoke
Detroit Bespoke
Detroit City Distillery
Detroit History Tours, LLC
Detroit Institute of Arts
Detroit Pistons Basketball Co
Detroit Zoological Park
Diamond Jack’s River Tours
Elana Rugh
Enchanted Photography
Firekeepers Casino and Hotel
Forte Belanger Catering
Giorgio Conti Fine Jewelers
Godfrey Hotel Detroit
Greenstone’s Fine Jewelry
Heirloom Hospitality
Ilitch Holdings, Inc.
Inlaws Hospitality
James Oliver Coffee Co.
Linda Schlesinger-Wagner
London Chop House
Lori Rumley
Marriott Detroit Renaissance Center
Marriott Fairfield & Springhill Suites
Matthew A. Greenough
Mawby Sparkling Wines
Michigan DNR Outdoor Adventure Center
Neiman Marcus
Pegasus Entertainment
Production Plus
Ptashka Ukrainian Crepes
Ritz Carlton Rancho Mirage
Rivage Day Spa
Roberts Restaurant Group
The Grand Hotel
The Michigan Pedaler
The Parade Company Detroit
The Townsend Hotel
Tom Buhl
United Shore Professional Baseball League
University of Michigan Athletics
Urban Wick Candle Bar
Wines for Humanity
Yankee Air Museum

Michigan Poet Laureate Nandi Comer led a workshop for young writers at our MLK Family Day event in June.

Microplastics: Here, There, and Everywhere opened on Earth Day at the Dossin Great Lakes Museum. It was created in partnership with University of Michigan researchers.
MISSION
The Detroit Historical Society tells Detroit’s stories and why they matter.

VISION
To be an integral part of Detroit’s present and future by providing meaningful experiences that preserve and share its past.

detroithistorical.org